
Swingit playsets 

 

It was a bright sunny day skipper the swingit squirrel was feeling his usual self: a 

lil’ hyper and nutty. He decided to run outside to play on his playset. Imagine his 

surprise when he arrived to find... 

something really large going up and down the slide, another one gliding gracefully up 

to the sky with the swing, a third one hanging fearlessly from the climbing frame, 

and to his surprise he could see a fourth one running around the playset carelessly.  

Skipper wasn’t sure whether this was a dream or real life, (enough that a swingit 

playset is the dream of every child, including me!) he pinched himself to figure that 

out but to his surprise it was real.  By now he was obviously wondering with full 

curiosity, what was that shadow playing on his playset? He took 3 little tiny 

squirrel steps towards the playset and his small squirrely eyes saw a massive thing 

on his playset that was a dark shade of black. It was a quite generous size, and it 

had 2 big goggly eyes, one wet shiny nose, and a black dry looking mouth and, did I 

mention it was furry? Skipper was perplexed by this huge creation but it did look 

quite similar to what he cuddles in his bed with and is really soft fluffy and cozy.  

He wasn’t sure what it was called and was racking his brains but no! he still couldn’t 

figure out what it actually was!  It did indeed frighten him but his curiosity got the 

better of him, and he thought it would be a good idea if he would draw a little 

closer. As he was nearing it one tiny step at a time he said to himself “1 minute is 

this really what I think it is? Eeeeem I can’t decide - let me get a little closer…. 

yes it is, yes it is indeed a BEAR!! And another and another… Oh no!” Skipper’s 

favorite playset had turned into a safe haven for the bear family that live in the 

woods nearby!!  “I must escape pronto or they will think I’m their dinner!” and so he 

ran further and further away. Do you know, no one has ever caught up with skipper 

the swingit squirrel ever since!!     

 

This submission is from a super talented 12 year old, Goldy Gluck! (LOL, if I may 

say so myself!)      

I really enjoyed this contest see you next time. Bye Bye!  

Bye! Skipper you’re adorable, I love you! 


